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The Leadership GPS uses the inspiring story of Brian Alden in a turn-by-turn guide to becoming a
successful leader. A member of the Millennial Generation, Brian is highly educated and wants to
change the world, but when he finds himself in his first leadership role, he realizes he is short on
experience. The head of his division is retiring and his manager is disinterested in training or
developmentâ€”so who can he rely on for direction? Denis McLaughlin invites you to join Brian on
his leadership journey as an unexpected mentor guides him on the paths of successful leaders from
the past.
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Denis delivers a well written book with a practical step by step guide. Just like the author, the book
adds value to those who read and practice it - going from small wins to large accomplishments.I
found the writing to be simple and told in a memorable story-like fashion. This is highly
recommended to any organization, any person, any team desiring accomplishment and achieving
success through the steps of leadership. The book's practicality is relevant in today's public school
education system, religious organizations, and corporate board rooms. Even the most successful
can use reminders and tips of what sustained leadership can bring.

This is an easy read with tangible steps to guide you down the path to Leadership. I have had the
priviledge to work with Denis for several years and this journey works! You will be amazed at what
you can accomplish with this roadmap to Leadership success!

Denis has hit upon something very valuable for me. I have always know that if your not a leader,
you're a follower. This book is an easy read and gives you some real life advice and guidance. Who
doesn't rely on a GPS, why not know what the Leadership GPS is?

Got my copy this week. This is an amazing book!!! A very practical guide to leadership. It is
wonderfully writen, simple to understand and full of wisdom. I would recommend to anyone
interested in becoming or nuturing good leaders.

A great book!!!!! Easy to read in story format. 10 simple steps to becoming a great leader,not
manager, at work. Written in a fun way so the key lessons are repeated so I registered the steps
into my brain. Anyone with a desire to lead people, get a promotion or is in a position of leadership
and is wondering how to get massively successful results would do well to read this book and take
notes in their journal. Ken Dekker, author of "The Wealth Formula".

"The Leadership GPS" is a well-written guide on the importance of great leadership. Author Denis
McLaughlin does an incredible job of incorporating powerful leadership concepts in a story that
demonstrates the proper application of them. I recommend this to anyone who values great
leadership and "Changing lives along the way".

The Leadership GPS is a book I wish I had read earlier in my career. It guides you through
BrianÃ¢Â€Â™s first opportunity to lead a team and the importance of sharing what heÃ¢Â€Â™s
learned with those around him. How Denis organizes and delivers this step-by-step guide to
leadership and mentoring, has helped me rethink my role within my organization and influencing
those around me. IÃ¢Â€Â™m glad I picked it up!

This book provides exceptional insight on key leadership principles that will enable an ordinary
manager to become an extraordinary leader.
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